
WORKING FAMILIES

Sometimes life can be overwhelming. It can be dif�cult to

navigate competing goals such as saving for a child’s

education while you also save for retirement. Let Burns

Matteson be your objective partner in success. We can help

you identify your family’s priorities and implement a process

to achieve your goals.


WORKING FAMILIES

RETIREES

Making the decision to retire can be exciting, but also very

scary. Can I maintain my lifestyle? For how long? Let Burns

Matteson help you navigate the transition from your last

paycheck to your �rst retirement check.


RETIREES

PENTAMILLIONAIRE FAMILIES

Penta and Decamillionaire families require a more integrated

approach to their wealth management. Let Burns Matteson

be your “�nancial quarterback”, integrating and

implementing the advice from your accountants, estate

planners, business coaches, and other advisors into a

coordinated plan.


PENTAMILLIONAIRE FAMILIES

A NEW GENERATION

The best time to start saving for your future was yesterday,

but the second-best time is today! Whether you are the child

or grandchild of an existing client, or a curious investor just

starting out, Burns Matteson will help you get on the path to

�nancial independence.


A NEW GENERATION
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CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS

We can help you help them. Burns Matteson works with the

leadership of several non-pro�t groups to properly steward

their resources.


CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS
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CONTACT INFO

Get Smarter, Feel Less Stress,
Live a Lot Longer: Two…

Even though it's one you can do at home.

VESTORLY CURATED

A 5-Year Study Says Those
Who Develop This 1 Trait Ge…

Develop this trait by doing these �ve things

and better sleep won't be just a dream. We

all know the importance of getting a good…

VESTORLY CURATED

 

https://api.vestorly.com/api/v3/reader/publishers/5cbe12de1f5f9c13909fba1b/posts/davis-21-get-smarter-feel-less-stress-live-a-lot-longer-two-fascinating-studies-reveal-the-form-of-exercise-most-people-ignore/redirect?source=embed
https://api.vestorly.com/api/v3/reader/publishers/5cbe12de1f5f9c13909fba1b/posts/davis-21-a-5-year-study-says-those-who-develop-this-1-trait-get-better-productivity-enhancing-sleep/redirect?source=embed


42 East Market Street

Corning, NY 14830

Phone: 607-937-9282

Fax: 607-937-9280

Email: info@burnsmatteson.com
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